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The Women’s International Network of 
Utility Professionals is an organization 
providing a link for developing and 
recognizing professionals involved with 
utility business trends, issues, products, and 
services.

Objectives:
• Opportunities for professional 

development of members
• Network and mentoring among 

members
• Recognition and visibility for members 

and business partners

WiNUP is a professional organization 
committed to fostering an inclusive business 
environment for members and guests. Our 
mission does not support any particular 
political or religious view and we refrain 
from actions that create a non-inclusive 
environment.

Chapter Leadership

Oh my goodness, what a great start to 
the WiNUP year we have had! 

Our March Women’s History Month 
speaker, Andrea Blackman, Director 
of the Civil Rights Collection at 
the Nashville Public Library gave 
a stimulating, thought provoking 
presentation! I would highly endorse 
this exhibit and history timeline 
of Nashville’s steps toward ending 
segregation and discrimination. 

Our April Membership Drive and 
Member Pinning Ceremony, with 
Steve Herriman from Bolivar, who 
alarmed us with his Cyber Security 
presentation. (Shortly after that my 
FB page was hacked) We presented 
WiNUP lapel pins to 5 new members 
and recognized Dustine Roberts for 
her retirement from TVA!

We had a ladies’ night out and 
enjoyed seeing “Wicked”. It was my 
first time and I’m glad it was with my 
sisters in WiNUP! I take joy in the time 
we get to spend together.  

And then our May Retreat to 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
What a place! I really felt inept 
at understanding all the scientific 
operations going on there. 

Embarrassingly, I have to say I enjoyed 
and understood the 3D printing 
presentation the most. We had dinner 
and fellowship that evening. Before 
departing the next day, we took a 
side trip to Erin’s Meadow Herb Farm 
where we learned about the care of 
herbs and the different uses for them. 
Our “green thumbs” were hopefully 
educated enough to keep what we 
bought alive! They are a hidden 
jewel. Check them out at www.
erinsmeadowherbfarm.com. They 
conduct all kinds of classes for groups.

All this and we aren’t even six months 
into the year! We have even more 
exciting meetings planned for the rest 
of the year and the 2018 Conference 
coming up. I encourage you to 
Commit to WiNUP! Commit to coming 
to the meetings, we promise you will 
learn something, meet new people 
and have fun! 

Our next meeting will be August 
2, with Tammy Algood, author of 
numerous cookbooks and Farm to 
Table Chef. I look forward to seeing 
you there!

2018 - Quarter Two
Nashville’s Voice



TVA proposes new fee to local power companies 

For the first time in its 85-year history, the Tennessee 
Valley Authority is proposing to add a grid access fee 
to what it charges the local power companies that 
distribute its power in a controversial rate realignment 
scheduled to gain TVA board approval today.

In response to concerns from its distributors, TVA 
cut in half its original grid access charge and agreed 
to consider allowing local 
power companies some 
new flexibility in generating 
their own renewable power, 
especially to keep or recruit 
the growing number of 
businesses wanting to buy 
clean and green energy.

TVA plans to add a half-cent-
per-kilowatt-hour access 
charge for its sales to local 
power companies like EPB, 
effective Oct. 1. If approved 
by TVA directors today, the 
federal utility will offset 
the grid access fee with a 
comparable drop in the variable energy charge for 
electricity so that most customers would see little, if 
any, difference in their power bills over the course on 
an entire year.

The half-cent per kilowatt-hour grid access fee is 
expected to generate about $600 million for TVA. 
Originally, TVA had proposed a penny per kilowatt-

hour grid access fee and 
had studied as much as 
a 2.5 cents per kilowatt-
hour fee, which could 
have generated as much 
as $3 billion a year for 
TVA in more fixed costs, 
offset by lower prices for 
the amount of energy 
consumed.

“This is major structural change in our wholesale 
rates that we will probably live with for some time 
so a slower approach is certainly what we thought 
was in our best interest,” said Doug Peters, president 
of the Tennessee Valley Public Power Association, 
which represents the 154 municipalities and power 
coops that sell TVA power. “Let’s see how this 
works and make sure there are not any unintended 

consequences before we consider 
ramping this up (with higher grid 
access fees).”

Peters praised TVA for working 
with the rates and contracts 
committee for TVPPA to negotiate 
the new rate schedule.

After nearly two years of 
negotiations, TVPPA’s board 
agreed to endorse the half-cent 
grid access fee and TVA agreed to 
consider ways to allow at least a 
limited amount of flexibility in its 
all-purchase requirements of its 
municipal and coop customers.

TVA contends that the rate structure will better aligns 
its charges with actual costs since most of TVA’s 
expenses are incurred regardless of how much power 
is actually sold.

“This won’t generate any more net revenue for TVA, 
but it is a fairer method of pricing and should help 
level consumer rates,” TVA Chief Financial Officer John 
Thomas said last week.

Most people probably won’t notice much of a 
difference in their power bill if the rate restructuring 
is approved as expected today. In response to an 
environmental assessment that attracted nearly 1,750 
public comments, TVA concluded that the change 
would have no significant impact on the environment.1

1 Chattanooga Times Free Press by Dave Flessner



(Excerpt from www.nespower.com)
The city spoke. We listened.
Thanks to the voice of our customers, what 
once was a landfill off I-65 is now the site of 
Nashville’s first solar park. These initial 17,020 
panels, available to participating customers, 
mark an important step in offering clean, 
efficient, maintenance-free energy. 
The power of community.

At its core, Music 
City Solar is all about 
the NES customer. 
Nashville is moving 
rapidly into the 
future and as a public 
utility, we want to 
make sure we are 
offering choices and 
opportunities that 
align with the city’s 
growth and needs. 
Solar energy is a part of that.

On a daily basis, the sun produces an 
infinite amount of power. With this 
solar park, NES has the capability to 
harness and deliver clean, renewable 
energy to customers all across the 
city. This reduces pollution levels 
and gives homeowners and renters 
alike the opportunity to earn energy 
credits on their electric bills and 
keep Nashville moving in a positive 
environmental direction.

It also promotes true community. 
Customers can purchase 

subscriptions to receive energy credits or make 
a solar angel donation that will provide energy 
assistance for low-income customers. Through 
solar or otherwise, when we all work together 
to help our neighbors, it’s going to be powerful.

A city that shines
We hope this program will do more than simply 
provide power. At NES, we see it as a chance for 
the city to come together and make Nashville 

an even better place 
to live and work in 
the future. That’s 
why we’ve designed 
different ways to 
participate. Whether 
you give solar or go 
solar yourself, you’ll 
be taking part in 
something special—
something that truly 
makes a difference.

Music City Solar Unveiled

DeCosta Jenkins, General Manager/ CEO of Nashville Electric Service



Name:  Elizabeth Kuhns
Work address: Dickson Electric System, 236 Cowan 
Road, Dickson, TN 37055
Work phone: 615.441.6304
E-mail address: ekuhns@dicksonelectric.com
Manager’s name: Darrell Gillespie
Name you go by: Elizabeth
Marital Status: Married
Hobbies/Interests: Spending time with family and 
friends, SHOPPING, playing and watching sports 
(football season!), being outside, napping, reading, 
music, podcasts, and wine.
Year joined WiNUP: 2013
Current WiNUP Committees: Publications Committee 
(International) and Membership (Nashville)
What part of your job do you least like? All things 
administrative (paperwork ugh). Everything else about 
my job, I LOVE! 
What do you do for fun? I love to spend time with 
my friends and family! My 2-year-old (Lyla Kate aka 
“Lucy”) is SO much fun. She lights up the world and 
keeps us constantly laughing and growing and always 
on our toes! I also love to shop… few things bring me 
as much joy as shopping. It’s a real problem. 
Who is your favorite singer? Oh my gosh, I love 
music! John Mayer, Taylor Swift, Dave Barnes, 
Beyonce, James Morrison, Dixie Chicks, Shawn 
Mendes, Thomas Rhett, James Taylor, Foster the 
People, Corey Smith, The Oh Hellos, Enya, Kasey 
Musgraves.
What would be your all-time favorite piece 
of parenting advice to give to young whipper 
snappers without kids? Slow down and soak it all 
in… don’t blink! 
What is your most embarrassing moment 
professionally/personally? Personally, I caught 
the sleeve of my sweater on fire at my first 
boy+girl party at the skating rink when I was 12 
years old. Thankfully, I can’t think of anything too 
embarrassing professionally. To be continued…
What advice would you give the 21-year-old 
you? Well, 21-year-old me was a junior at the 
University of Tennessee in 2007… sooo first I 
would say go to grad school because you’ll be 

graduating during a recession. Also, call your parents 
and grandparents more often.  A good night’s sleep is 
so important. Travel more. Spend less. Be confident in 
who you are. And never, ever forget: this world is not 
our home. 
What drew you to WiNUP? Honestly my boss made 
me go (ha!), but as the story goes… I attended my first 
meeting, arriving about 10 minutes early and was the 
only person present until members started arriving 
about 2 minutes before the meeting was supposed to 
begin and continued trickling in until 20 minutes later 
when the meeting was finally called to order. I knew 
immediately that I’d found a place where I belong. (No 
but seriously, the warmth and kindness and welcome 
that I received from everyone from the very beginning 
absolutely blew me away and made me feel at home.) 
Do you recommend leadership roles for new 
members? Absolutely! Nothing pushes you to learn 
and grow personally or professionally quite like being 
right outside of your comfort zone. I hope to be as 
kind and warm and welcoming as the WiNUP ladies at 
my first meeting were to me. It’s just the most amazing 
group of ladies, and I’m so lucky to be a part of it!

Member Spotlight, Elizabeth Kuhns

Elizabeth leads the way at the Dallas WiNUP Conference!



California proposes solar mandate...

Dive Brief:
The California Energy Commission approved the 
2019 Building Energy Code on Wednesday, requiring 
renewable energy access for all new residential homes 
in the state starting in 2020.
The code includes incentives for energy storage 
while mandating that the construction of new homes 
include advanced energy efficiency measures and 
rooftop solar. The mandate could require between 
68 and 241 MW of annual distributed solar buildout, 
according to ClearView Energy Partners’ research 
using 2017 data.
All told, the new code is meant to save Californians 
a net $1.7 billion on energy bills, while advancing 
the state’s efforts to build-out renewable energy, the 
commission said.

Dive Insight:
This historic revision 
of building energy 
codes ensures a large 
investment in residential 
rooftop solar and energy 
efficiency as California 
pursues its mandate of 
getting 50% of its energy 
from renewables by 
2030.

“The combination of 
rooftop solar and the 
option to add energy 
storage systems as an 
efficiency compliance credit provides builders with 
an attractive, cost-effective option to fully electrify 
homes,” Abigail Ross Hopper, president and CEO 
of the Solar Energy Industries Association, said in a 
statement. SEIA worked with the commission for more 
than two years to develop the new standards.

Already, the news has been a boon for solar 
developers such as Sunrun, Vivint Solar and First Solar. 
Bloomberg reported a surge in the stock of solar 
companies after the commission’s decision.

In a prior boost for solar, the California Public Utilities 
Commission (CPUC) had approved its net metering 
2.0 rate design in January 2016, to the chagrin of 
the state’s investor-owned utilities. Utilities asserted 
that the net metered distributed generation from 
California’s electricity consumers shifted the costs for 
the system’s maintenance and infrastructure onto 
non-distributed generation owners.

Research from analysts at ClearView singled out 
Wednesday’s distributed solar mandate as a possible 
opening for utilities to argue that California regulators 
should reconsider the net metering reform proposal.

Utilities that objected to the new rate-design “could 
contend that the introduction of mandated distributed 
solar sufficiently alters the policy landscape to 
warrant further review of the compensation levels 

paid to excess 
generation,” 
ClearView said 
in their report, 
published ahead 
of the energy 
commission’s 
decision.

The updated 
codes also 
include new 
incentives for 
energy storage: 
integrating 

storage in new homes would lower the required 
size for solar systems. The state has been a leader 
in incentivizing energy storage. In January, the CPUC 
moved to allow multiple revenue streams for energy 
storage, such as spinning reserve services and 
frequency regulation. 

California’s Building Standards Commission must 
also approve the new standards, Associated Press 
reported.1 

1 Utility Dive Newsletter by Iulia Gheorghiu



STEM Update

CDE Lightband recently hosted a group of 
CMCSS STEM teachers at both the Electric 
and Broadband Divisions during an annual 
Summer Externship! Many thanks to teachers 
for spending time learning with CDE Lightband 
employees. It will be interesting to see how 
teachers use this experience and knowledge in 
the classrooms at the Clarksville-Montgomery 
County School System.



Published on June 28, 2018
By Karen Hough

Some people seem 
to be born with a 
natural confidence.  
At least, it can seem 
that way if you’re 
on the opposite end 
of the spectrum.  
Maybe you’ve 
resigned yourself to 
the fact that it will 
always be difficult for 

you to speak in front of a crowd, you lack presentation 
skills, or you’ll struggle to give a presentation with 
some semblance of self-assuredness. The truth 
is – confidence is closely tied to how you physically 
present yourself. Your body is actually a presentation 
tool that you can use to your benefit.

THE 
MISCONCEPTION 
ABOUT GIVING A 
PRESENTATION

Before getting 
into the nitty-
gritty of how 
your body affects 
your confidence, 
it’s important to 
address a common 
misunderstanding 
that you may have. It’s the idea that the most critical 
elements of your presentation are the words that you 
say and the slides that you show. The reality is that it’s 
all about what you do with your body. That’s what your 
audience will be focusing on, though they probably 

aren’t even aware. Body language has a greater impact 
than the words that are coming out of your mouth.

FAKE IT UNTIL YOU MAKE IT

A trick you can use to give yourself a confidence 
boost is to pretend. You read that right. When you’re 
not feeling all that self-assured, you can pretend 
that you are. It’s almost like magic because guess 
what happens? When you act as if you’re confident 
you actually do feel more bold, fearless and sure of 
yourself.

USE BODY LANGUAGE INTENTIONALLY TO BOOST 
CONFIDENCE

As was already mentioned, your body is a presentation 
tool.
When you’re intentional about how you’re moving, 
gesturing and even speaking, you’ll feel more 
confident and your audience will be able to tell.

You can even use 
your body to put an 
exclamation point on 
what you’re saying or 
to emphasize a key 
idea you want the 
audience to remember.

For example, if you’ve 
been standing in one 
spot for the majority 
of your presentation, 
walk all the way across 
the stage and stand 

close to the audience before delivering that important 
point.

Or, if you tend to move around a lot, stop and stand 
very still while you share the crucial concept.

How to Speak With Confidence 
When You’re Just Not Feelin’ It

Your body language 
speaks more loudly 

and clearly than 
your words ever 

will.



You’re letting your audience know that they should 
take note of what you’re conveying in that moment.

THE HORMONE EFFECT

You’ve probably never considered that there’s a link 
between your hormones and your presentation skills.
You can increase the hormones in your body that 
make you more assertive and poised by standing in 
confident positions.

Try it out:
Stand tall with your chin up and make your body 
fill more space. Holding this position for even two 
minutes will raise the level of testosterone in your 
system. Testosterone occurs in both males and females 
and it raises confidence levels in your body.
An added benefit of standing this way is that you’ll also 
be able to breathe better, which also has a positive 
effect on your body.

On the other side of the coin, guess what happens 
when you feel nervous and close your body in on 
itself?Not only are you breathing less effectively, 
you’re also doing something else that’s detrimental.
Your body releases cortisol. If you aren’t familiar with 
cortisol, it’s considered the “stress” hormone.

Cortisol makes you feel anxious, worried and tired.
That’s clearly not what you want! 

You have the ability to make yourself feel more 
confident and in control simply by the way you 
physically hold yourself.
Did you have any idea that science played such a large 
role in your presentation skills?

USE YOUR BODY TO SPEAK

William James, a psychologist and philosopher, said, 
“Act as if you are beautiful, confident and poised, 
and you will be.” He probably didn’t realize how right 
he was! Your body language speaks more loudly and 
clearly than your words ever will. When you remember 
that you have a powerful tool in your arsenal in the 
form of your body and the way you hold yourself, 
you’ll be able to speak with a true confidence.
Do you have trouble feeling confident and exuding 
that to your audience?

Take a few minutes today to strike a confident pose 
and see if you notice a change in your confidence 
level.

#improvtips
Download the free e-book from Karen Hough - Founder 

& CEO, ImprovEdge/ Bestselling Author/ Keynote 
Speaker/ World-Class Facilitator/ Award-Winning 

Entrepreneur 
http://resources.improvedge.com/ultimate-guide-to-
breaking-old-presentation-rules-and-winning-them-

over

How to Speak With Confidence 
When You’re Just Not Feelin’ It





Look What We’ve Been Up To...

Using the tools of social media is a challenge 
facing many organizations today.  Some 
utilize the platform well, while others 
struggle.  Nashville WiNUP stepped up under 
the watchful eye of Karen Brown, Chair of 
the Professional Development Committee 

of WiNUP 
International.  
She and her 
committee were 
tasked with 
encouraging 
chapters to 
Go Live and 
the Nashville 
Chapter was 
their beta test, 
so to speak.  
During the April 
Membership 
Drive, Steve 
Herriman from 
Bolivar  Electric 
Authority 
spoke to the 
group on the 

topic of cyber security.  He succeeded in 
giving the group a huge scare regarding the 

vulnerability of the energy sector.  Shortly after 
this meeting, our Chapter Chair, Sally Martino 
experienced a Facebook hack.  

The month prior, the Nashville Chapter 
atttended a thought provoking presentation 
by Andrea Blackman, Director of the Civil 
Rights Collection at the Nashville Public Library.   
Nashville’s steps toward ending segregation 
and discrimination were hard fought and 
deeply personal to many whose images were 
depicted around the room.  The peaceful, 
determined way these protests were organized 
and implemented should be a lesson to 
individuals and groups today.  One can make a 
difference peacefully. 



The Nashville WiNUP Chapter is so pleased to 
congratulate 
member 
Tamieka 
Russell.  She 
is pictured 
receiving 
her MBA 
from Martin 
Methodist 
University.  
Tackling the 
many aspects 
of work life, 
home life, and 
school life, 
Tamieka has 
shown us all 
how it is done!  

The Nashville Chapter Mentorship Lunch at the Bavarian 
Bier house in Nashville. Pictured L to R, Karen Brown, 
Megan Keen, Sally Martino, and Dawn Arnold

Cable “Power of Inclusion” Luncheon - Another great 
organization for professional advancement for women! 
Thank you Dawna Qualls for the invitation and sharing the 
table with Nashville WiNUP.

Great tour of Oak Ridge National Laboratory with Nashville 
WINUP Chapter and Eddie Ricks.

Look What We’ve Been Up To...

Not all business!! 
We have FUN too! 
Ladies night out at 
“Wicked”. Awesome 
show with awesome 
ladies!



Reminders and Updates

Deadlines:
August 15 – Chapter Achievement
Awards application due
August 15 – Newsletter Awards
application due
August 16 – Status reports due from
chapter chairs, committee chairs &
international board reps

Reminders:
July 17 – Executive
Committee meeting
August 21 – Executive
Committee meeting

WiNUP Social Media Training 
Opportunity:
August 1 – 10:00 – 10:45 a.m. CT
Dial-in: 303-248-0285 Access code: 
2381121
Special thanks to the Membership 
Development Committee
for putting this training together for 
us! For questions, please

contact Karen Brown at 
kbrown@cookeville-tn.gov.

Conference 2018
Hotel block filling up  - Get your 
reservation completed so you can 
join us in Chicago!  The banquet 
theme is Super Heroes and a 
POWERful Celebration!

Ways and Means
Be sure to check the website 
frequently as new branded products 
are being added to purchase.

Next Meeting
August 2, 2018 - Murfreesboro 
Electric Department - featuring 
Tammy Algood – Celebrity Farm-to-
table chef and previous Marketing 
Specialist for the TN department of 
Agriculture. 
Look for an invitation via email from 
our fearless leader, Sally Martino.


